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ABSTRACT
Database schema integration is a very important issue in information systems. Since schema integration 
is a time-consuming and labor-intensive task, many studies have attempted to automate this task. In the 
meantime, the researchers used xml as the source schema and still left much of the work to be done 
through DBA intervention. For example, there are various naming conflicts related to relationship names 
in schema integration. In the past, the DBA had to intervene to resolve the naming conflict name. In this 
paper, we introduce an algorithm that automatically generates relationship names to resolve relationship 
names conflicts that occur during schema integration. This algorithm is based on Internet collocation 
dictionary and english sentence example dictionary. The relationship between the two entities is 
generated by analyzing examples extracted based on dictionary data through natural language processing.
By building a semi-automated schema integration system and testing this algorithm, we found that it
showed about 90% accuracy. Using this algorithm, we can resolve the problems related to naming 
conflicts that occur at schema integration automatically without DBA intervention.
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1. Introduction
Conceptual modeling has assumed a relevant role in the development of information systems and of 
software applications. In fact, conceptual modeling is an essential phase in database design [Castano 
1991]. conceptual modeling of data is a part of most applied system development methods [Jacobson 
1992; Yourdon 1989]; and enterprise modeling has emerged as a preliminary design phase in software 
systems development to capture the most important aspects in an organization. The increase in the 
number of databases has entailed the management of related data in different formats across these 
databases. In order for organizations to use other organizations’ data for better decision-making and 
success, they need to understand the semantics and retrieve from these other distributed and 
heterogeneous data sources [Unal 2010]. Moreover, "even a single enterprise may have heterogeneous 
information bases for reasons of history or departmental autonomy" [Kaul, 1990]. As a result, 
Interoperability is becoming one of the most critical issues for medium to large size enterprises 
[Spaccapietra,1992].
Schema integration is defined as the activity of integrating the schemas of existing or proposed 
databases into a global, unified schema.[Batini 86] Two types of schema integration are defined: (1) 
View Integration, which is performed during the database design process, for example at the conceptual 
design phase, and (2) Database Integration, which produces the global schema of a number of 
databases[Batini 86]. Schema integration has been a fundamental issue in data sharing among distributed, 
heterogeneous, and autonomous databases. With the increasing number of databases, integration 
problem has become more apparent. Schema integration aims at finding a unified representation of 
schemas by merging them. In order to integrate schemas, syntactic, semantic, and structural relationships 
among elements of these schemas need to be identified. [Unal 2010] There has been a large amount of 
work in the integration area. Batini et al (1986) give a detailed survey of methodolo gies for view 
integration and database integration. New contributions often appear in the literature (Motro, 1987; 
Civelek et al, 1988; Diet and Lochovsky, 1989; Sheth and Gala, 1989; Siegel and Madnick, 1989; Hayne 
and Ram, 1990; Kaul et al, 1990; Siegel and Madnick, 1991; Gotthard et al, 1992; Spaccapietra et al, 
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1992; Spaccapietra and Parent, 1994; Beeri and Milo, 1999; Kwan and Fong, 1999). Most of the work 
has been performed in the context of the relational model, the functional model (Motro, 1987), and 
semantic data models such as the object-oriented model, and the ER model (Spaccapietra and Parent, 
1994). The majority of these approaches do not aim at developing semi-automated systems. What they 
provide are general guidelines and concepts on different steps of the integration process. However, since 
schema integration is a difficult and complex task, there is a need to help users with this complicated 
task by providing some semi-automatic mechanisms. [unal 2010] A number of recent efforts focused on 
semi-automatic schema integration or merging, including [Chiticariu et al. 2008], [Melnik et al. 2003], 
[Pottinger and Bernstein 2003, 2008]. However, most of these studies used XML schemas as source 
schemas and do not use ER models as source schemas. The ER model [Chen, 1976] has attracted 
considerable attention in systems modeling and database design. [lee and ling 2003] The ER concepts 
(entities and relationships) correspond to structures naturally occurring in information systems. This 
enhances the ability of designers to describe accurately database applications. Furthermore, the schema 
integration studies had to deal with the DBA's involvement in the new relationship names that occurred 
during the process of resolving structural conflicts. Choosing one between two relationship names in a 
synonym relationship or naming a newly created relationship is a very cumbersome task for the DBA. 
Thus, automating the relationship name issues that occur during the schema integration process will 
improve the efficiency of the overall schema integration process. 
In this respect, this study focuses on the two problems found in previous studies. The first is to build a 
semi-automated schema integrity system using the ER model as the source schema. Second, this study 
suggests an algorithm that can automatically solve problems related to relationship names in the schema 
integration process. We first describe the process of transforming the ER model into machine-
understandable XML to build a semi-automated schema integration system using the ER model as the 
source schema. This process takes place during the pre-integration process and must be done manually 
by the DBA. The next step is to find the identical elements among the schemas through schema 
matching. Here we use Stanford core NLP to measure the similarity between each element name. After 
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that, we resolve the structural differences between the two schemas through algorithms that resolve 
structural conflicts. In the process of resolving a structural conflict, if there is a relationship with a newly 
created entity, we apply the algorithm we have developed to deal with this problem automatically. The 
intermediate schema generated through this process is integrated to finally generate the integrated 
schema. We also measured the quality of the final integrated schema by measuring completeness and 
minimality by comparing the integration schema generated by the system with the integration schema 
received from the experts. 
To sum up, the main contributions of this study can be stated as follows:
• The ER model is used as the source schema to construct a semi-automated schema inte
gration system
• We automatically solve the problems related to relationship names in the schema integr
ation process through our algorithm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the methodologies used in the 
schema integration system, such as conversion of ER to XML, schema matching, structural conflict 
resolution. Section 3 briefly describes the algorithm for finding a relationship between entities we have 
developed. In Section 4, we apply the methodologies described in Section 2 and our algorithm described 
in Section 3 to implement semi-automated schema integration and we conclude in Section 5.
2. Methodologies for semi-automated schema integration
The Entity-Relationship (ER) model was originally proposed by Peter in 1976 as a way to unify the 
network and relational database views. Simply stated, the ER model is a conceptual data model that 
views the real world as entities and relationships. A basic component of the model is the Entity-
Relationship diagram, which is used to visually represent data objects. An E-R model gives graphical 
and diagrammatical representation of various entities, its attributes and relationships between entities. 
This is turn helps in the clear understanding of the data structure and in minimizing redundancy and 
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other problems. Nevertheless, the ER model is easy for humans to handle, but the machine cannot 
understand and handle it. Therefore, in order to carry out automated schema integration on a machine, it 
is necessary to process the ER model into another form. 
The eXtensible Markup Language (XML) has emerged as a standard for information representation 
and exchange on the Web as well as on the Intranet due to its self-describing data capability and 
flexibility in organizing data [Abiteboul et al. 2000, Gou, and Chirkova 2007]. The XML tag names are 
readable and convey the meaning of the data. The information structure is easily discerned by both 
humans and computers as each XML tag immediately precedes the associated data. The data structure 
follows a noticeable and useful pattern, making it easy to manipulate and exchange the data. [algergawy 
et al. 2010]. Thus, We convert the ER model to XML so that the machine can understand it. Since the 
majority of data in the world is stored in databases, the conversion of such data into XML documents is 
indispensable for real world usage. In this conversion, rules and algorithms for preserving the 
information of the database schema and generating XML documents based on such information are 
necessary. 
We adopted Jin and Kang[17]’s rules to convert the ER model to XML. They describe ER-to-XML 
mapping rules at the schema level. Each entity type and relationship type in the ER diagram is mapped 
into the top-level element in the XML document. There are 6 top level XML elements that represent 
different entity types and relationship cardinalities: <entity>, <weak entity>, <unary-relationship>, 
<binary-relationship>, <ternary-relationship>, and <n-ary relationship>. The content (i.e., data value) 
of a top-level element is the same as the corresponding name of an entity type or a relationship type. For 
example, an entity type STUDENT is represented in XML as <entity>STUDENT</entity>. The 
attributes of an entity type in the ER diagram are mapped into the sub-element <attribute> of the 
corresponding top-level element in XML. The ER model used in this study contains only entities and 
binary relations. Entities and binary relations of the ER model, and how the attributes are converted to 
XML, are as follows. 
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Figure 1. Mapping Rules for ER to XML
The strong entity type S in the ER diagram is mapped to the <entity> element in the XML document. 
The key attribute A of the entity E is mapped in a similar way to the simple attribute. In this case, the 
<key-attribute> element is added as a sub-element of the top-level element EA simple attribute A of the 
entity E in the ER diagram is represented in XML using the <attribute> element. The <attribute>
element is placed as a sub-element of the belonging top-level XML element. The binary relationship R 
between two entity types S and T is mapped to the top-level element <binary-relationship>. In addition, 
the two participating <entity> elements are also placed as sub-elements. In this case, for the associated 
<entity> element, there are two required XML attributes to express the minimum and maximum 
cardinality constraints (i.e., min-card and max-card, respectively). 
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Figure 2. "Order Management" Schema 1
Figure 3. "Order Management" Schema 2
Figure 2 and Figure 3 are the ER models we used for schema integration. The results of converting these 
ER models into XML according to the conversion rules described above are as follows. Figure 4 and 5 
are an ER model converted into a XML document, and Figure 6 is a XML schema of the corresponding 
XML document.
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Figure 4. XML document of schema 1
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Figure 5. XML document of schema 2
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Figure 6. XML Schema of XML Document
The next step is a schema matching process that finds the corresponding pair for each other with the 
transformed XML. In this process, we adopted Algergawy et al[1]'s measurement method. They 
categorize element similarity measures guided by the following observation: a number of similarity 
measures make use of element internal features without considering its surrounds. On the other hand 
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several element similarity measures exploit element relationships making use of element surrounds. The 
former is called Internal element similarity and the latter is called External element similarity. Once 
obtained the internal and external element similarity values, a total similarity value between a pair of 
elements can be determined. Table 1 shows the measurement methods applied to each schema element 
in this study. Table 2 and 3 are formulas for each measurement method.
Table 1. Similarity measure used for each schema element
Table 2. Formulas for entities and relationships
Table 3. Formulars for attributes
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Since In the XML document that transformed the ER model, the internal information about the entity 
and relationship is only the name, we used the name similarity only as a measure of the internal 
similarity of the entities and relationships. For measuring external similarity between 
entities(relationships), we used Leaf context similarity to measure the similarity of the attributes of each 
entity(relationship). For attribute internal similarity measure, name, constraint, and data type were 
measured. As an external similarity measurement method, we use the ancestor context similarity. The 
table 4 and 5 show the results from the similarity measure.
Table 4. Result of entity similarity comparison
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Table 5. Result of relationship similarity comparison






The threshold is 0.7, and if two or more entities are above the threshold, the entity having the highest 
value is adopted. S1.Supplier and S2.Supplier were found to be completely identical and S1.Payment and 
S2.Invoice were found to be quite similar. Entities similar to S1.Order have S2.Order and S2.Offer, but 
the highest value of S2.Order is most similar to S1.Order. As a result of the similarity measurement of 







For schema integration, it is necessary to find corresponding pairs between schemas through schema 
matching, and to resolve naming conflicts or structural conflicts among the corresponding elements. In 
order to resolve the naming conflict, the name of the entity in Schema 1 was adopted. We adopted Lee 
and Ling[20]’s study to solve structural conflicts. They present a schema integration methodology with 
particular focus on the resolution of structural conflicts. They find that if the individual schemas have 
been designed properly and the semantic equivalences among the schemas identified correctly, then the 
key structural conflict is that between an entity type and an attribute. In their work they insist that 
resolving all structural conflicts between entities and attributes will solve all sorts of structural conflicts. 
Structural conflicts between entities and attributes occur when an object exists as an entity in one 
schema and an attribute exists in the other. 
Figure 7. Transformation of an entity type attribute A into an entity type   
To check if there is a structural conflict, we need to make sure that the entity that exists as an entity in 
one schema exists as an attribute in the other. One way to confirm this is that if the key attribute of one 
schema entity exists as a simple attribute of the entity in the other schema, then the simple attribute is an 
entity type. Another case is that an entity name in one schema is included in an attribute in the other 
schema. In our example schema, we can see that Supply_Code is the key attribute of the S1.Supply entity 
in Schema 1, and is the simple attribute of S2.Order in the schema 2. In this case, because of the 
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structural conflict, we transformed the S2.Order.Supply_Code attribute into an entity by applying the 
above transformation. 
3. An algorithm for finding a relationship between entities
In this paper, conflicts deal only with naming conflicts and structural conflicts .The process of conflict 
resolution in schema integration is divided into naming conflict and structural conflict. During the
resolving naming conflicts, the following relationship naming conflict may occur.
Figure 8. An example of relationship name conflict
This is a very common case where different relationship names are assigned to identical entities. In this 
case, DBA must select manually one of the two relationship names. Another case is when a new entity is 
created in the process of resolving a structural conflict. The relationship between the newly created 
entity and the existing entity has not yet been given a name. In the existing research, it was necessary to 
manually specify the relationship name through the intervention of the DBA. 
During the resolving structural conflicts process, the following may occur.
Figure 9. Another example of relationship name conflict
Figure 9 shows a case where a space occurs in the relationship name when an attribute Supply_Code is 
transformed into an entity. In this case, the DBA must also choose one of the two relationship names.
DBA intervention in this schema integration process makes it difficult to automate schema integration 
and is very time consuming and labor intensive.
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This algorithm automatically generate relationship names in these case. Briefly, our algorithm first 
searches the internet collocation dictionary for a specific entity name's collocation. In the generated 
collocation set, a combination of each element and entity name is searched in the dictionary to find the 
collocation where the most examples are present. 
According to Chen[7]'s research, nouns in English sentences appear as entities in the ER model, and 
verbs appear in the form of relationships. Thus, we have found that the more similar sentences including 
the entities (noun) and the relation (verb) exist, can infer the relationship between entities. 
In computational linguistics, a wide variety of lexical association measures have been employed for 
the task of (semi-)automatic collocation identification and extraction.
§ frequency-based measures (e.g., based on absolute and relative co-occurrence frequencies)
§ information-theoretic measures (e.g., mutual information, entropy)
§ statistical measures (e.g., chi-square, t-test, log-likelihood, Dice’s coefficient)
We adopt the frequency-based measurement method and adopt the most frequent verb as the relationship 
between two entities. 
  We compared various dictionaries to select dictionaries from which to extract example sentence set. 
The comparison criterion was how many examples were searched and whether they supported complex 
search.
Figure 10. Comparison of various dictionaries
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  As a result, it was confirmed that Naver English dictionary was overwhelmingly used in the number 
of example sentences and also supports the complex search function. Therefore, we selected the Naver 
English dictionary as an example extract dictionary.
In case of Figure 8, since two relation names have already been given, the step for searching the 
collocations of entities is skipped. Figure 9, the relationship name does not exist at all, and thus includes 
a process of searching for collocations of entities. Thus, the rules for applying our algorithm are as 
follows.
Rule1. If the name of 1 and the name of 2 conflict with each other, the Algorithm 1 selects one of 
them.
Rule2. If a new relationship is created in the process of resolving the structural conflict, the 
relationship name is created through Algorithm 2.
Since algorithm 1 only omits the step of searching for a collocation in Algorithm 2, the description is 
based on Algorithm 2 here. 
Step 1. Search collocations of entity names
Figure 11. Algorithm 1 Figure 12. Algorithm 2
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Figure 13. Search results for car in collocation dictionary
When a specific word is searched in the collation dictionary, a list of verbs used with the word appears. 
We collect these and store them in the collocation set. This process is performed twice for the first entity 
name and the second entity name. The list of collocations generated from the entity name “Person” and 
“Car” is as follows. 
go by, travel by, drive, have, own, run, get in, get into, pile into, get out of, get out, stop, back, reverse, 
overtake, pass, lose control of, leave, park, abandon, dump, build, make, manufacture, produce, repair, 
service, work on, take in, wash, hire, break into, steal, start, run on, do, pull out, turn out, drive off, 
pull away, accelerate, slow down…
Step 2. Search “Entity Name1 + A verb extracted from the collocation set + Entity Name2” in 
dictionary 
and collect the example sentences
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Figure 14. Search results for "person drive car" in Naver dictionary
Extracts the collocation one by one from the collocation set, and searches the combination of the 
collocation and entity names from the dictionary. The example sentences that are searched are stored as 
a list of example sentences of the corresponding collocations.
  Step 3. Processing Part-of-Speech(POS) and Dependency analysis for each example sentence
Take an example sentence from the example sentence list and process Part-of-Speech and Dependency 
analyze for each example sentence. 
Figure 15. The result of dependency analysis
POS tagging is the process of marking up a word in a text (corpus) as corresponding to a particular part 
of speech, based on both its definition and its context. For example, POS tagging analysis for a sample 
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sentence “The man drives a blue car” is as follows.
“The man drives a blue car”
-> drives-VBZ (root)
  -> man-NN (nsubj)
    -> the-DT (det)
  -> car-NN (dobj)
    -> a-DT (det)
    -> blue-JJ (amod)
Next to the POS tag is a dependency for each term, which has the structure as the Figure 15. The 
dependency “root” is grammatical relation that points the root of the sentence. We proceeded with the 
above analysis for each example, and when the relationship name is located in the root part and both 
entity names exist in the example sentence, the example sentence is meaningful.
  Step 4. Counting the occurrence of appropriate examples for each collocation verb
Figure 16. Occurrence of appropriate examples for "Person + collocation + Car"
Figure 16 shows how many appropriate examples exist for each word based on the collation list of entity 
names “Person” and “Car”. According to the above results, the most appropriate relationship between 
“Person” and “Car” is “drive”. 
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  Step 5. The most frequently used verb is adopted as the final relationship name.
Figure 17. Result of "Person" and "Car"
We have tested the algorithm with 19 entity name pairs and the result is shown in the figure 18.
Figure 18. Result of 19 entity name pairs
4. Semi-Automated Schema Integration
In this section, we will proceed with the actual semi-automated schema integration by applying the 
methodologies outlined above and the algorithms we have developed. The schemas used are shown in 
Figures 2 and 3, and the schemas were preprocessed to convert them into XML document format. First, 
in Figure 19, name conflicts are resolved. In this paper, only the relationship names are considered.
Therefore, the entity name is assumed to follow schema 1.
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Figure 19. Change the name of elements (Schema 2)
Figure 20. Make “Supply_Code” into an entity (Schema 2)
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Figure 21. Apply the algorithm to conflicting or newly created relationship name (Schema 2)
Figure 22. Integrated schema – generated by tool (      )
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5. Evaluation 
Now we have an integrated schema produced by a matching tool, named	       , and an expert 
integrated schema      . Recall that this expert integrated schema is ideal.         stands for the 
number of elements in schema      . Thus, completeness, given by formula 1, represents the proportion 
of elements in the tool integrated schema which are common with the expert integrated schema. 
Minimality is computed thanks to formula 2, and it is the percentage of extra elements in the tool 
integrated schema w.r.t. expert integrated schema. Both metrics are in the range [0; 1], with a 1 value 
meaning that the tool integrated schema is totally complete (respectively minimal) related to expert 
integrated schema.
The schema used for the evaluation was given from two experts.
Figure 23. Integrated schema – expert 1
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Figure 24. Integrated schema – expert 2
Table 6. Results of schema similarity comparison
6. Limitations
This algorithm selects and creates relationship names, but has the following limitations. First, this 
algorithm deals only with binary relationships. No unary relationships or ternary relationships were
considered. Binary relationships can not be selected because two entity names are not given as input 
values required. Ternary relations can not be applied to this algorithm because proper example sentences 
can not be retrieved due to limitations of dictionary search function. Second, the algorithm generates a 
relationship name based on a simple frequency only. For example, in the case of a relationship between 
a person and a car, a relationship name "driving" through this algorithm is generated, but this may not be 
appropriate for some domain. In the case of an insurance company database, the relationship name 
between people and cars will be “insure”. On the other hand, in the case of a car sales company database, 
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the relationship between people and cars would be “purchase” or “buy”. To solve this problem, you first 
need to know the domain of the target schema. However, even if you know the domain of the target 
schema, it is not easy to know which verb is appropriate for that domain. The entity name, that is, the 
noun, some method, such as TF-IDF, can be used to extract nouns that are often used in a particular 
domain, but in verbs there is a variety of meanings in one verb, It is not easy to specify the domain of the 
verb. Finally, if both entities are human, this algorithm can not extract a relationship name. This is 
because the relationship between people and people can be very diverse. In the case of human nouns, 
collocation dictionaries often do not search for collocations.
7. Conclusion
In the meantime, much research has been done on schema integration, and in recent decades efforts have 
been made to build an automated schema integration system. However, most of the automated schema 
integration studies in the past have used XML as the source schema and still require some intervention 
by the DBA. The ER schema integration, which is difficult to be automatically performed, can be 
automatically done by converting the ER model to xml on the system. Problems related to relationship 
names that occur during the schema integration process entail more work than necessary for the DBA. 
Using the relationship name generation algorithm can dramatically shorten this process. 
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국문초록
엔티티 간의 관계명을 생성하는 알고리즘: 반자동화된 스키마 통합
김 용 찬
서울대학교 경영대학
데이터 베이스 스키마 통합은 정보 시스템에서 매우 중요한 이슈이다. 스키마 통합은
시간과 노력이 상당히 많이 필요하기 때문에 그동안 많은 연구들은 자동화된 스키마 통합
시스템을 구축하기 위해 노력했다. 하지만 지금까지의 연구에서는 XML 을 소스 스키마로
사용하고 여전히 많은 부분을 데이터 베이스 관리자의 개입이 필요하도록 남겨두었다. 
예를 들면 스키마 통합 시 발생하는 관계명 명칭 충돌과 같은 문제는 데이터 베이스
관리자가 직접 개입하여야 해결할 수 있었다. 이 논문에서는 스키마 통합 시 발생하는
관계명 명칭 충돌을 해결하기 위해 관계명을 자동으로 생성해주는 알고리즘을 소개한다. 
이 알고리즘은 인터넷 연어(Collocation) 사전과 영어 예문을 기반으로 한다. 사전
데이터를 기반으로 하여 추출한 예문들을 자연어처리 과정을 통해 분석한 후 두 엔티티
사이의 관계명을 생성한다. 반자동화된 스키마 통합 시스템을 구축하여 이 알고리즘을
테스트해보았으며 그 결과 약 90%의 정확도를 나타냈다. 이 알고리즘을 적용하면 스키마
통합 시에 데이터 베이스 관리자의 개입을 최소화할 수 있으며 이는 자동화된 스키마 통합
시스템을 구축하는 데에 큰 도움이 될 것이다.
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